CrossRef for Affiliates

Do you need create persistent links to publisher full text?
Do you need metadata from multiple publishers in a standard format?
Did you know that to access CrossRef on behalf of a customer, you need to become a CrossRef Affiliate?

CrossRef has a range of Affiliate solutions to meet the needs of the following types of organizations:

* Hosting platforms
* Secondary database publishers
* Document delivery providers
* Citation metrics providers
* Search engines
* Data entry and copyediting vendors
* Library linking solutions providers
* Reference management vendors
* Discovery services
* Content aggregators

■ What the CrossRef Affiliate Program Does for You

- Increases index usability with full text links.
- Eliminates multiple bi-lateral linking agreements.
- Avoids the need to document and maintain hundreds or thousands of publisher linking URL schemes.
- Eliminates time-consuming URL update and maintenance.
- Provides persistent URLs throughout publisher transfers, title changes, and even journal closures.
- Keeps you up to date on technical and policy changes at CrossRef.

■ Types of CrossRef Affiliate Programs

- CrossRef Service Provider (for those acting on behalf of libraries or publishers)
- CrossRef Query Account (for those who need a query account to add CrossRef DOI links to their own products and services)
- CrossRef Metadata Services (for those who need access to bulk files and need a license for extended uses beyond linking)
- End-User Lookup (for those who need to integrate CrossRef DOI look-up services into their reference or content services)

Please visit our Affiliate page at http://www.crossref.org/04intermediaries/index.html or email us at info@crossref.org.